The deoxycytidine analog decitabine (DAC) can deplete DNA methyl-transferase 1 (DNMT1) and thereby modify cellular epigenetics, gene expression, and differentiation. However, a barrier to efficacious and accessible DNMT1-targeted therapy is cytidine deaminase, an enzyme highly expressed in the intestine and liver that rapidly metabolizes DAC into inactive uridine counterparts, severely limiting exposure time and oral bioavailability. In the present study, the effects of tetrahydrouridine (THU), a competitive inhibitor of cytidine deaminase, on the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of oral DAC were evaluated in mice and nonhuman primates. Oral administration of THU before oral DAC extended DAC absorption time and widened the concentration-time profile, increasing the exposure time for S-phase-specific depletion of DNMT1 without the high peak DAC levels that can cause DNA damage and cytotoxicity. THU also decreased interindividual variability in pharmacokinetics seen with DAC alone. One potential clinical application of DNMT1-targeted therapy is to increase fetal hemoglobin and treat hemoglobinopathy. Oral THU-DAC at a dose that would produce peak DAC concentrations of less than 0.2 μM administered 2×/wk for 8 weeks to nonhuman primates was not myelotoxic, hypomethylated DNA in the γ-globin gene promoter, and produced large cumulative increases in fetal hemoglobin. Combining oral THU with oral DAC changes DAC pharmacology in a manner that may facilitate accessible noncytotoxic DNMT1-targeted therapy. (Blood. 2012;119(5):1240-1247)

Introduction

The deoxycytidine analog decitabine (DAC) can deplete DNA methyl-transferase 1 (DNMT1), a key chromatin-modifying enzyme, and thereby modify cellular epigenetics, gene expression, and differentiation.1 Potential clinical applications include increasing erythropoiesis and fetal hemoglobin (HbF) expression to treat hemoglobinopathies,2 inducing terminal differentiation in malignant cells,3-7 and increasing self-renewal of normal hematopoietic stem cells.8-10 Certain aspects of DAC’s pharmacology and mechanism of action influence its clinical activity; unlike cytidine analogs such as cytarabine (AraC) or gemcitabine, the sugar moiety of DAC is unmodified. Therefore, at low concentrations, DAC does not terminate DNA chain synthesis11,12 and can deplete DNMT1 without causing significant DNA damage or cytotoxicity both in vitro and in vivo.2,3,11-15 However, at high concentrations, similar to other nucleoside analogs, DAC is cytotoxic. Another important aspect of DAC action is that it is S-phase specific, so exposure timing critically influences efficacy.13,16 Considering these properties of DAC, for the objective of noncytotoxic DNMT1 depletion, the ideal DAC concentration-time profile is low peak drug levels but extended time above minimum concentrations required to deplete DNMT1. Oral administration of DAC could be more likely to produce this concentration-time profile than parenteral administration and would have major logistical advantages. A significant physiologic barrier to DAC oral bioavailability is the enzyme cytidine deaminase (CDA), which is highly expressed in the gut and liver of humans and mice and metabolizes cytidine, deoxycytidine, and analogs thereof into uridine counterparts that cannot deplete DNMT1.17-20 CDA drastically decreases the half-life of DAC to < 20 minutes in vivo21,22 from 5-16 hours at 37°C in vitro.21,22 Furthermore, nonsynonymous single nucleotide polymorphisms in CDA produce person-to-person variability in CDA enzyme activity23-28 and, consequently, clinically significant variation in cytidine analog pharmacokinetics, toxicity, and efficacy that could be amplified with oral administration.29

THU is a competitive inhibitor of CDA that has been used as a CDA inhibitor in combination with cytidine analogs both preclinically and clinically for some decades without documentation of toxic side effects.18,19,30,39 Therefore, combination therapy with THU could be used to address the pharmacologic limitations of oral DAC alone. Accordingly, in the present study, the effects of different doses and timing of THU on the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of oral DAC were evaluated in mice and nonhuman primates to determine whether this combination advances the objective of more accessible and potentially noncytotoxic DNMT1-targeted therapy.
Methods

Drug administration and other procedures in *Papio anubis* (baboon)

All procedures with baboons (including pharmacokinetic and methylation studies) were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of Illinois at Chicago. All animals were female and their weights are shown in Table 1. Female baboons were chosen for greater ease of handling compared with the more aggressive males. DAC was dissolved in 50 mM KH₂PO₄ buffer at a concentration of 2.5 mg/mL. THU was dissolved in H₂O at a concentration of 20 mg/mL. Drugs were administered by IV or subcutaneous (SC) injection or oral gavage through a 9-mm internal diameter endotracheal tube inserted in the esophagus while the animal was anesthetized with ketamine (10 mg/kg)/xylazine (1 mg/kg). BM aspirate for assessment of BM cytotoxicity and DNA methylation were performed during anesthesia. Blood samples (5 mL) for pharmacokinetic analysis were drawn from the femoral vein during anesthesia. Blood was collected at 7 time points, with the most distal time point in the nonhuman primate studies determined by the duration of allowable anesthesia (4 hours) according to the animal care protocols. Therefore, the last sampling point was at 240 minutes for baboons treated with DAC alone and 180 minutes for animals receiving THU 60 minutes before DAC. Blood samples were drawn for < 1 minute into tubes preloaded with heparin and THU 10 μg/mL to prevent in vitro degradation of DAC and immediately transferred onto ice. These samples were then centrifuged as soon as possible at 600g for 5 minutes at 4°C. After separation, plasma was transferred in 0.2-mL aliquots into prefrozen vials and stored frozen at −80°C until shipment on dry ice for analysis. Experiments in the same animals were conducted after > 2 week washout periods. For repeat-dose administration studies in baboons, phlebotomy was performed 2×/wk to maintain a hematocrit of approximately 25% to model the anemia and reactive BM state of humans with hemoglobinopathy.

Drug administration and other procedures in CD-1 mice

Procedures with CD-1 strain mice were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Avanza. Animals were dosed with DAC or its vehicle 1 hour ± 5 minutes after administration of THU. Administration of both vehicles and test articles was performed via oral gavage at a dose volume of 10 mL/kg (based on the most recent body weight). Blood samples (approximately 0.5 mL or the maximum possible) were collected via intracardiac puncture from nonfasted, anesthetized (70% CO₂/30% O₂) animals at 15, 30, 60, 90, 120, and 180 minutes after administration of DAC. Sample collection tubes were prepared before each collection day by adding 10 μL/tube of a 10 mg/mL THU solution. This THU solution was prepared by adding sodium phosphate dibasic (1.5 mg/mL), sodium phosphate monobasic (0.4 mg/mL), and THU (10 mg/mL) to sterile water for injection and mixing until visually clear. When DAC was not administered at the target time (1 hour after THU administration), the sample collection time was adjusted accordingly. Samples were collected from the first available 3 animals per time point. All samples were collected within 5 minutes of the target time. To be consistent with the baboon studies, reported results are from female mice only.

Measurement of DAC levels using LC-MS/MS

The LC-MS/MS method has been described previously for the determination of DAC in human and rat plasma. The modification of these methods for determination of levels in baboon plasma is described in supplemental Methods (available on the Blood Web site; see the Supplemental Materials link at the top of the online article).

Pharmacokinetic analysis

Pharmacokinetic data were derived from noncompartmental analysis or a 2-compartment model with instantaneous input (IV data) using WinNonlin Professional Version 5.2 software (Pharsight). The model-fitting method allowed estimation of terminal half-lives for some datasets. The the area under the curve from the time of dosing to the last measurable concentration (AUClast) was calculated using the linear trapezoidal method. The AUC values for bioavailability estimates were truncated to 60 minutes, which was the time of the last measurable plasma concentration after IV administration.

Body surface area estimation in baboons

Conversion of the milligrams per kilogram dose in baboons into milligrams per square millimeter estimations was based on Michaelis constant (kₘ) values for baboons obtained from US Food and Drug Administration published guidelines. In brief, the baboon dose in milligrams per kilogram was multiplied by the kₘ of 20 to convert the dose to milligrams per square millimeter. The estimated average weight of baboons in the guidelines is 12 kg; the average weight of the baboons used in these studies was 14 kg.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Baboon no.</th>
<th>Weight, kg</th>
<th>AUC&lt;sub&gt;100&lt;/sub&gt; min·ng/mL*</th>
<th>AUC&lt;sub&gt;100&lt;/sub&gt; mg/m&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt; 60 min after THU 400 mg/m&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DAC, 200 mg/m&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt; alone</td>
<td>DAC, 100 mg/m&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt; alone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA7482†</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>49.98</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA7484</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>190.35</td>
<td>252.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA7256</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>299.02</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA7472</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>327.25</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA7254</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>463</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA7255</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>807.8</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA7258</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>2863.6</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA7470</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>6278.78</td>
<td>1219.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean ± SD</td>
<td></td>
<td>1604 ± 2262</td>
<td>2821 ± 2749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median ± IQR</td>
<td></td>
<td>463 ± 2565</td>
<td>2284 ± 5088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median ± IQR per mg of DAC‡</td>
<td></td>
<td>160 ± 226</td>
<td>457 ± 1017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUC&lt;sub&gt;last&lt;/sub&gt; variation</td>
<td>− 30-fold</td>
<td>− 14-fold</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUC&lt;sub&gt;last&lt;/sub&gt; coefficient of variation</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ND indicates not done; and IQR, interquartile range.

* AUC<sub>last</sub> calculated over 240 minutes for DAC alone and 180 minutes for THU-DAC.

† Data from PA7482 were not included in calculations of mean, median, fold variation, or coefficients of variation because levels were below the lower limit of quantification at multiple time points.

‡ Significantly different between the DAC-only group and the THU-DAC group (P = .02 by Wilcoxon test).
Analysis of γ-globin gene methylation

Erythroid cells were isolated from nucleated BM and fetal liver cells obtained under ketamine/xylazine anesthesia or from euthobarb-euthanized fetuses, by immunomagnetic column separation using baboon anti-RBC mouse mAb (#551299; BD Biosciences) in combination with rat anti-mouse IgG1 magnetic microbeads (#130-047-101; Miltenyi Biotec). After extraction of DNA and bisulfite conversion, quantitative analysis DNA methylation of specific CpG sites within the baboon β-globin gene locus (coordinates based on human β-globin gene locus http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/U01317) was performed by base-specific cleavage and mass spectrometry using the EpiTYPER MassARRAY analysis system (Sequenom). PCR amplification of specific regions of the baboon β-globin gene locus from bisulfite-converted DNA was performed using Hot Star Taq polymerase (Qiagen) and primers containing the 5’ T7 and 10-mer tags. The tags were selected using Sequenom epidesigner software beta (www.epidesigner.com) based on the baboon DNA sequence generated in our laboratory by PCR amplification of baboon genomic DNA using primers corresponding to regions of the baboon β-globin gene locus. PCR conditions were optimized to yield single bands by agarose gel analysis in all reactions. Treatment of PCR products with shrimp alkaline phosphatase, in vitro transcription, and RNase treatment were performed in a MassARRAY Liquid Handler using reagents supplied and conditions specified by the manufacturer (Sequenom EpiTYPER Application Guide). DNA methylation of specific CpG residues was quantitated using EpiTYPER software.

Measurement of HbF levels

Analysis of globin chains was performed on a TSP Spectra HPLC system using a LiChristopher 100 RP-8 column and a gradient of acetonitrile-methanol-NaCl.

DNA damage measurement by γH2AX staining

Phosphorylation of the histone H2A family member H2AX at Ser139 (γH2AX) was measured by flow cytometry. Buffy coat–nucleated cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and then permeabilized with ice-cold 70% ethanol. Cells were then incubated in blocking solution (0.5% BSA) containing saturating concentration of Alexa Fluor 488–conjugated γH2AX Ab (clone N1-431; BD Biosciences). The percentage of γH2AX–positive cells is analyzed using a Coulter Epics XL-MCL flow cytometer equipped with CXP software.

SDS-PAGE and Western blotting

Approximately 100 μg of cytoplasmic and nuclear protein extracts from cells, together with molecular weight markers, were subjected to SDS-PAGE on 4%-12% gradient gels (Invitrogen), followed by transfer to PVDF membranes (Invitrogen). Blots were probed using Abs for DNMT1 (Abcam ab16632) and anti–β-actin peroxidase (#A3854; Sigma-Aldrich).

Results

In vitro studies to identify a DAC concentration that depletes DNMT1 without causing significant DNA damage or apoptosis in normal hematopoietic precursors

The effects of DAC on DNA damage, apoptosis, and DNMT1 levels in normal CD34+ hematopoietic precursors isolated from cord blood was examined to identify a concentration range that depletes DNMT1 without cytotoxicity. AraC, a cytidine analog that terminates DNA chain synthesis, was used as a positive control for DNA damage and apoptosis induction. DAC 0.005 μM alone and in combination with THU 0.01 μM substantially depleted DNMT1 (Figure 1A). Concentrations of DAC up to 0.5 μM did not cause measurable DNA damage, as measured by levels of phospho-H2AX (γH2AX) and the Fast Micromethod for DNA scission (Figure 1B–C), or apoptosis, as measured by annexin staining (Figure 1D). DAC at 1 μM caused measurable DNA damage and apoptosis (Figure 1B–D), although not to the same extent as AraC.
0.5μM (Figure 1B-D). In the presence of THU 0.1 or 100μM, DAC up to 0.5μM did not significantly increase DNA damage, as measured by γH2AX (Figure 1E).

**DAC concentration-time profile after IV, SC, and oral administration to nonhuman primates**

In vitro studies have suggested that high peak DAC concentrations are unnecessary for DNMT1 depletion and may increase the risk for cytotoxicity. To compare the effect of different routes of administration on the DAC concentration-time profile, plasma DAC levels were compared after IV or SC administration versus oral administration to the same animals (washout period of ≈ 2 weeks between drug administrations to the same animal). In baboon number PA7472, IV DAC 10 mg/m² produced a peak drug level of > 1.3μM (300 ng/mL) and α half-life < 5 minutes. In contrast, the peak drug level with oral DAC 200 mg/m² was < 0.015μM and half-life > 100 minutes (supplemental Figure 1A). A lower peak drug level but longer half-life with oral compared with IV administration was also observed in baboon number PA7482 (supplemental Figure 1B). In baboon number PA7254, SC DAC 10 mg/m² produced a peak drug level of 0.36μM and a half-life of < 50 minutes. In contrast, the peak drug level with oral DAC 200 mg/m² was < 0.015μM and the half-life was > 150 minutes (supplemental Figure 1C). A lower peak drug level but a longer half-life with oral compared with SC administration was also observed in baboon number PA7258 (supplemental Figure 1D).

**Identification of dose and timing of oral THU to increase oral bioavailability of DAC in nonhuman primates**

In 2 female baboons, PA7470 and PA7484 (selected for high and low bioavailability of oral DAC alone, respectively), THU 400 mg/m² (20 mg/kg) 60 minutes before DAC 100 mg/m² (5 mg/kg) produced higher DAC concentrations than THU 40 mg/m² (2 mg/kg; supplemental Figure 2A-B). In these same baboons after a washout period, THU 400 mg/m² 60 minutes before DAC produced higher DAC concentrations than THU 400 mg/m² administered simultaneously or 30 minutes before DAC (supplemental Figure 2A-B).

**Effect of THU on DAC oral bioavailability and interindividual variability in nonhuman primates**

Eight female baboons were treated with oral DAC 200 mg/m² (10 mg/kg). The median AUC last with oral DAC alone was 463 min/ng/mL, with a range of 190-6279 min/ng/mL, an approximately 33-fold variation, and a coefficient of variation of 1.41 (Table 1 and Figure 2A). After a washout period of ≈ 2 weeks, the same animals were treated with DAC 100 mg/m² (5 mg/kg; half the dose used for the DAC alone experiments) 60 minutes after oral THU 400 mg/m². The median AUC last with THU-DAC was 2284 min/ng/mL, with a range of 534-7515 min/ng/mL, an approximately 14-fold variation, and a coefficient of variation of 0.97 (Table 1 and Figure 2B). The average DAC C max was 0.05μM (10.85 ng/mL) for DAC alone and 0.12μM (26.98 ng/mL) for THU-DAC (DAC at half the dose; Figure 2A-B). The decrease in the coefficient of variation in the THU-DAC group was because the largest AUC last increases occurred in animals that had the poorest bioavailability with DAC alone (Table 1 and Figure 2C). The AUC last difference between DAC alone and THU-DAC was statistically significant (P = .02 by Wilcoxon test; Table 1), even though AUC last was calculated at 25% more time for DAC alone (240 minutes vs 180 minutes for THU-DAC). The last measured DAC plasma level was the highest level observed in 4 of 7 THU-DAC–treated animals with DAC levels measurable at more than one time point, and half-life was not reached at 180 minutes in any
Figure 3. The DAC concentration-time profile in mice administered DAC alone or DAC 60 minutes after THU. Drugs were administered by oral gavage. Dots show values from 3 mice for each time point in each treatment group. THU-DAC indicates DAC 0.4 mg/kg 60 minutes after THU 167 mg/kg, DAC indicates DAC 0.4 mg/kg 60 minutes after vehicle.

Effect of THU on oral DAC pharmacokinetics in mice

To more completely evaluate the effect of THU on DAC pharmacokinetics to an extent not possible in nonhuman primate studies, studies were conducted in mice. Using oral gavage, female CD-1 mice were administered THU 400 mg/m² (167 mg/kg) 60 minutes before DAC 0.3, 0.6, or 1.2 mg/m² (0.1, 0.2, or 0.4 mg/kg, respectively) or DAC 1.2 mg/m² alone (vehicle was administered instead of THU) twice a week for 3 weeks, and pharmacokinetics were measured after administration of the last dose (day 16). THU extended the period of DAC absorption: the concentration-time curve was widened by early and late absorption (2-parallel first-order absorption; Figure 3). This effect of THU on the shape of the DAC concentration-time profile was reflected in a 9-fold increase in AUC total (from 8.45 min/µM with DAC alone to 76.24 min/µM with THU-DAC), compared with a 2.5-fold increase in C max (from 0.251 to 0.617 µM; Table 2). There was a linear relationship between oral THU-DAC dose and DAC C max and AUC total (Table 2). The coefficients of variation for AUC total were substantially lower than in baboons: 0.24 for DAC 1.2 mg/m² alone and 0.15 for THU-DAC 1.2 mg/m² (Table 2).

Pharmacodynamic effects in nonhuman primates of repeat-dose oral THU-DAC

To evaluate pharmacodynamic effects with repeat-dose administration, oral THU-DAC 2×/wk for 8 weeks was administered to 4 baboons. Two animals, one with relatively low and high oral THU-DAC bioavailability (baboon numbers PA7472 and PA7470, respectively) per the pharmacokinetic studies (Table 1), received oral DAC 5 mg/m² after oral THU 400 mg/m². Similarly, a pair of animals from the low and high end of the oral THU-DAC pharmacokinetic range (baboon numbers PA7482 and PA7484, respectively) received oral DAC 10 mg/m² after oral THU. Oral DAC 5 and 10 mg/m² after THU was expected to produce a C max of approximately 0.006 and 0.012 µM, respectively, because there is a linear relationship between THU-DAC dose and pharmacokinetic parameters (supplemental Figures 2-3), and oral DAC 100 mg/m² after THU produced an average C max of 0.12 µM.

Noncytotoxic modification of hematopoietic differentiation by DAC is expected to produce increases in platelets and decreases in neutrophil counts, as suggested by previous in vitro and clinical studies.2,8,15 In contrast, cytotoxic therapy is expected to produce concurrent decreases in platelets and neutrophils. In the 4 baboons, platelet counts decreased during weeks 1-4 of drug administration (Table 3 and Figure 4A). Although this upward trend reversed in 2 baboons during weeks 6-8 of drug administration, platelet counts did not decrease below the lower limit of normal (Figure 4A). Neutrophil counts decreased during weeks 1-3 of drug administration (Table 3 and Figure 4B), but then increased again or remained stable during weeks 4-8 of drug administration (Figure 4B). In baboon number PA7472, a BM aspirate 96 hours after THU-DAC administration provided sufficient cells for analysis of DNA damage/repair by γH2AX. There was a small increase in γH2AX compared with negative control that was not suggestive of major DNA damage, although early DNA damage would have been missed (Figure 4C). In additional experiments, oral THU-DAC was administered 3×/wk with 50% of the various DAC doses, again with concurrent increases in platelet and decreases in neutrophil counts (supplemental Figure 3).

One potential application of long-term DNMT1-depleting therapy is to increase HbF (α2γ2) expression to treat hemoglobinopathies such as sickle cell disease and β-thalassemia. In all 4 animals, HbF levels increased progressively during weeks 1-4 of drug administration (Table 3 and Figure 4D). From weeks 5-8, there was a small decrease from these peak HbF levels in the 2 animals receiving the higher dose of DAC (10 mg/m²), whereas levels continued to increase in the 2 animals receiving DAC 5 mg/m² (Figure 4D), producing higher peak HbF levels (Table 3). Progressive HbF increases were also noted with 50% of the DAC doses administered 3×/wk after THU (supplemental Figure 3). One intended molecular effect of therapy is to decrease methylation at promoter CpGs that regulate the expression of target genes (eg, the γ-globin gene [HBG] promoter CpG). Methylation levels of 4 CpG sites in the HBG promoter were measured by mass spectrometric analysis of DNA extracted from BM erythroid precursors (from baboon numbers PA7472 and PA7484). After
treatment with oral THU-DAC, the methylation levels of these HBG promoter CpGs decreased by approximately 20% compared with pretreatment methylation levels ($P = .007$; Figure 4E). The relevance of these CpG sites to physiologic regulation of HBG expression was suggested by significant hypomethylation in DNA isolated from fetal BM erythroid precursors versus adult BM erythroid precursors and by significant hypermethylation in DNA isolated from peripheral WBCs (Figure 4E).

### Table 3. Repeat-dose administration of oral THU-DAC in 4 baboons: effects on HbF percentage and neutrophil and platelet counts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Baboon no.</th>
<th>DAC dose, mg/m²</th>
<th>Schedule</th>
<th>Pretreatment HbF, %</th>
<th>Peak HbF, %</th>
<th>$\Delta$HbF</th>
<th>ANC nadir, $\times 10^9$/L</th>
<th>Platelet count maximum, $\times 10^9$/L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7470</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2 × wk for 8 wks</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7472</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2 × wk for 8 wks</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7482</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3 × wk for 3 wks 2 × wk for 5 wks</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>1004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7484</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2 × wk for 8 wks</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>1029</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two of these animals had relatively low bioavailability (baboons PA7472 and PA7482) and 2 had relatively high oral THU-DAC bioavailability (baboons PA7484 and PA7470) according to the pharmacokinetic studies. ANC indicates absolute neutrophil count.

*Administered after THU 400 mg/m².

Figure 4. Pharmacodynamic effects of repeat-dose oral THU-DAC in nonhuman primates. A baboon with relatively low and a baboon with relatively high oral THU-DAC bioavailability in the pharmacokinetic (PK) studies (baboon numbers PA7472 and PA7470, respectively) received DAC 5 mg/m², and another pair from each end of the PK range (baboon numbers PA7482 and PA7484, respectively) received DAC 10 mg/m². DAC was administered 60 minutes after THU 400 mg/m² 2 × wk for 8 weeks. (A) Platelet counts during drug administration. (B) Absolute neutrophil counts during drug administration. (C) Phospho-H2AX (γ-H2AX) labeling of BM cells 96 hours after THU-DAC administration in week 8 in baboon number PA7472. Positive control HeLa cells treated with camptothecin 10 μM. Negative control vehicle treated HeLa cells. (D) HbF expression during treatment. (E) Decrease in methylation of developmentally responsive CpG in the $\gamma$-globin gene (HBG) promoter after drug administration in baboon numbers PA7472 and PA7484. Based on the human $\beta$-globin gene locus (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/U01317), the coordinates of these CpGs were 33105, 33221, 34425, and 34483. Mass spectrometry was used to measure methylation levels in DNA extracted from erythroid precursors isolated from fetal BM (FBM), adult BM (ABM), before THU-DAC (pre-THU-DAC), and after 8 weeks of 2 × wk oral THU-DAC (post-THU-DAC) in baboon numbers PA7472 and PA7478, and from WBCs. Box-plot boundaries: interquartile range; horizontal line, median; +, mean; small boxes, outlying values; whiskers, range of values. $P$ values are by Wilcoxon test.
Discussion

In both baboons and mice, oral administration of THU to inhibit CDA before oral administration of DAC extended DAC absorption time and widened the DAC concentration-time profile, as reflected in mice by a 9-fold increase in DAC AUC_total compared with a 2.5-fold increase in DAC C_max. Because DNMT1 depletion by DAC can occur at very low drug levels but depends on exposure timing, the wider concentration-time profile achieved with oral THU-DAC could have efficacy advantages with regard to DNMT1 depletion without the high peak DAC levels that can cause DNA damage and cytotoxicity.

The baboon model has been accurate and useful in predicting by body surface area scaling a safe human equivalent dose for SC DAC treatment and for combination oral THU and 5-azacytidine therapy. Therefore, the THU dose (400 mg/m²) and timing (60 minutes before DAC) that are likely to be useful for human translation were identified by studies in baboons. In the pharmacokinetic studies in baboons, AUC_total estimates for DAC alone were calculated over 240 minutes, whereas estimates for THU-DAC were calculated over 180 minutes (the permissible total duration of anesthesia in the nonhuman primate studies was 240 minutes; therefore, the administration of DAC 60 minutes after THU decreased the duration of sampling in THU-DAC–administered animals). Furthermore, the concentration-time profiles suggested that DAC levels may have continued to increase beyond the last sampling time in many THU-DAC–treated animals. Therefore, the presented values underestimate the increase in DAC bioavailability produced by preceding THU administration in baboons. Although the murine studies enabled more comprehensive analyses of the effects of THU on DAC pharmacokinetics, dose-exposure extrapolation by body surface area scaling from mice to humans is not useful, because dose for dose, there is a more than 100-fold greater DAC exposure in rodents versus humans.

Similarly, there is more than 100-fold greater exposure of the cytidine analog AraC in mice versus monkeys dose for dose. The reasons for this log-scale increase in cytidine analog exposure in rodents compared with primates are unknown.

An important limitation of DAC and other cytidine analogs is interindividual variations in pharmacokinetics, toxicity, and efficacy that are associated with single nucleotide polymorphisms in CDA. THU, by inhibiting CDA, might attenuate the role of these pharmacogenetic variations in cytidine analog pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics, because in the baboons, THU decreased substantial interindividual variability in DAC pharmacokinetics compared with oral DAC alone. Similarly, THU decreased substantial interindividual variability in HbF elevations (peak levels ranged between 23% and 30%) compared with previous experience with oral DAC alone (peak levels ranged from 10%-60%). One caveat to these studies, in addition to the small number of baboons analyzed, is that the basis for the interindividual variability in baboons has not been characterized, and baboon interindividual variability may be substantially greater than that in humans receiving oral cytidine analog. Consistent with a genetic contribution to interindividual variability, variability in mice of the same gender was substantially less than in baboons. Combination therapy with THU might offer other advantages, because CDA up-regulation is a putative mechanism of cancer cell resistance to cytidine analogs, and cancer cells may find sanctuary from cytidine analogs in tissues expressing high levels of CDA (see supplemental References). These possible advantages of combining THU with DAC will require evaluation in further preclinical and clinical studies.

One potential clinical application of DNMT1-targeted therapy is to increase HbF expression as a treatment for sickle cell disease and β-thalassemia. In baboons, repeat administration of oral THU-DAC using a DAC dose that would produce peak DAC concentrations less than 0.2 μM was not myelotoxic, hypomethylated HBG promoter CpG, and produced large cumulative increases in HbF expression in RBCs. The potential of this approach has also been suggested by a clinical trial combining oral THU with oral 5-azacytidine to treat 2 patients with sickle cell disease (5-azacytidine is similar to DAC but with a ribose instead of deoxyribose sugar moiety): the oral THU dose was 1.5-2.0 mg/kg (~75 mg/m²) in divided doses 60 minutes before and then again simultaneously with oral 5-azacytidine 0.2 mg/kg (~7.5 mg/m²) 3×/wk for 28-72 weeks. No decreases in platelet, WBC, or reticulocyte counts were observed with this regimen, and the intended pharmacodynamic effect, an increase in HbF, occurred and was accompanied by clinical improvement. In the present studies, DAC has been used instead of 5-azacytidine because for the purposes of targeting DNMT1, the RNA incorporation that occurs with 5-azacytidine is an off-target effect. A phase 1 evaluation of oral THU-DAC in patients with sickle cell disease has been initiated. Although the present data, the structure of DAC, and previous preclinical and clinical studies indicate that noncytotoxic DNMT1 depletion with DAC is possible, DNMT1 depletion occurs after DNA incorporation of DAC and postreplicative immobilization of DNMT1, and therefore genotoxicity remains a possible side effect that will have to be evaluated in clinical studies with oral THU-DAC.

In conclusion, in baboons and mice, preceding administration of oral THU substantially increases oral bioavailability of DAC, creates a concentration-time profile that suits the purpose of DNMT1 depletion with less cytotoxicity, and decreases interindividual variability. Therefore, combination oral THU-DAC might facilitate more accessible, safe, and efficacious DNMT1-targeted therapy.
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